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1. Purpose
The Wingrave with Rowsham Parish Council is preparing a single
Neighbourhood Plan to cover its parish for the period to 2033. In anticipation
of the provisions of the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan, and in any event, to
meet the local need for new homes, the Plan is proposing to make a number
of housing site allocations.
The purpose of this document is to demonstrate how the potential sites for
housing development have been considered by the Steering Group, on
behalf of the Parish Council. This document forms part of the evidence base
for the Plan.
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2. Background
As part of the process to produce the Neighbourhood Plan a “Call for Sites”
was carried out in May to July 2014. Notices were displayed on all the Parish
Council notice boards and websites and articles placed in the Parish
Communiqué inviting suggestions of land for potential development. The
Land Registry was also used to identify some Landowners and their addresses.
Letters were also sent as appropriate to local estate agents and landowners.
The owners of 54 parcels of land around Wingrave were canvassed for
interest. We received 37 responses covering 39 plots and 22 of the responses
were positive covering 24 plots. The 22 responses were submitted for
consideration. During the Site Assessment process all 22 sites submitted for
consideration were visited, or viewed from adjacent property if access was
difficult. This was done to determine their suitability for development including
those on the AVDC SHLAA.
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3. Methodology
Representatives from the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group met to assess
each of the submitted sites against criteria developed from the results of
previous public consultations and from feedback received from the Vision
Workshop held on 10 September 2014.
These criteria informed the spatial strategy of Policy 1 of the Neighbourhood
Plan. This policy establishes the built up area of Wingrave village as the focus
for housing development and defines the boundary on the Policy map 1
(page 33 of Submission Plan).
The rationale is explained in paras 4.8 – 4.13 of the Plan and the resulting
spatial plan has guided identification of the most appropriate locations for
new housing development. The housing allocations of Policies 2, 3 and 4
identify those available sites that are consistent with the spatial plan of
Policy 1.
Alternative options for the spatial plan of Policy 1 have been reviewed in the
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) report that is also in the evidence
base. The SEA confirms that the chosen options for development will not have
any significant environmental effects and will contribute to sustainable
development, provided the development principles for each site are
followed (Policies 2, 3, & 4, pages 28 to 33 of Submission Plan).
Each site was assessed against a series of measures drawn primarily from
the Summer 2014 Consultations, as shown below:












Protection of the Rural Nature of the Parish, its Lanes and Footpaths
Road Safety, traffic and parking concerns of existing Residents
Protection of views to and from the Parish
Protection of green spaces and green environment
Protection of village amenities
Sustain and grow village business
Affordable homes (Affordable Housing: social rented and
intermediate housing, provided to specified eligible households
whose needs are not met by the market – AVDC Local
Development Framework – Affordable Housing Supplementary
Planning Document)
Market affordable homes
More Houses for older residents
Avoidance of large developments

The saved policies of the AVDC Local Plan, the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) and other matters of relevance were also considered.
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Each site was given an indicative score based on the extent to which it
related to the above measures. This informed the next stage of formulating
the spatial plan, assessing the policies alongside the SEA objectives
framework and the consultation on site allocation options. It was not intended
to provide a definitive result of which sites would be allocated in the Plan. It
did inform the selection of ‘clusters’ of development sites to be included in
further consultation. See also Consultation Statement, pages 19 - 21.
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4. Results
The Steering Group was mindful of the uncertainty of planning for new homes
in a district with no up-to-date strategic planning policy framework. Whilst the
withdrawn Vale of Aylesbury Plan proposed to establish a settlement
hierarchy and identified Wingrave as a ‘larger village’ capable of sustaining
development, it proposed no specific housing allocation target. It did,
however, indicate that approximately 50 new homes may be appropriate for
the village during the plan period to 2033. The District Council has since
indicated that the new Local Plan is likely to require a significantly greater
number of homes over the period to 2033. This was taken into account in
deciding the number of sites and dwellings to include in the Plan.
Of the 22 submissions only four of the sites had no scores in the “red zone” of
1-3, implying that there were no serious restrictions to designating the site as a
serious contender to be included in the plan. They also had total scores in the
80s and 90s. All other sites had at least one “red zone” score, and a total
score between 45 and 67. The selected sites were B0, A11, J&K and G.
These four sites were therefore selected for the public consultation event in
February 2015, but offered in “clusters” of three sites each. These were all of
the possible combinations of the four sites into four site groups of three. Three
sites in each group were necessitated by the aim of the plan to produce a
plan with a total of around 100 houses, at a density of 20 dwellings per
hectare.
The final selection of the ‘cluster’ of 3 sites was made by the Parish Council on
the basis of the cluster that received most support at the consultation events.
This cluster was B0, A11 and J&K.

Cluster

Cluster Sites

A

B0 + J&K + A11

B

G + J&K + A11

C

B0 + G + A11

D

G + J&K + B0

All these site Clusters are
capable of supporting 90
to 130 homes. Depending
on final combination of
house types & sizes

The full results of the assessment (Site Scoring sheet) can be found in
Appendix l along with maps of the sites in Appendix 2 and a brief description
of each site. As a result of concerns expressed by some Parishioners, the
Parish Council commissioned an independent review of the site selection
process. See Consultation Statement, 7.4 and 7.5)
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Appendix 1 – Sites Scoring Sheet
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Appendix 2 – Map of Sites
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Appendix 3 - Initial Sites Assessments & Descriptions – Wingrave
Site B - Land S side of Leighton Rd and N side of Mill Lane (Freehold) Title No
BM79524
Note: Excludes title BM301619 (Site A adjacent site: negative response to
development)

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) adjacent to Leighton Road
which measures approximately 10.1 Ha (26.2A). The land is
screened from Leighton Road by mature trees, some of which
are subject to Tree Preservation Orders (TPO). The first part of the
field is fairly level and is classified as medium surface flooding risk
(Environment Agency current Surface Flooding Risk map). The
ground to the South East slopes away with far views to Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) via AAL. One notable
species site is to the north eastern boundary. Ridge and furrow
across the whole site with more pronounced effect on the lower
ground.
This site and Site C has a common owner.

Current use:

Cattle grazing

Access:

Existing access uses a shared access via MacIntyre School land.

Comments:

Excellent views towards the downs. Any built development
would not affect existing views owing to the trees along Leighton
Road in summer. Access would need to be agreed and possible
traffic calming measures would be needed on Leighton Road.
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Too large. If fully developed traffic & access issues onto Leighton
Rd at busy (peak times). Land falls from the rear of B. Traffic
impact on Leighton Rd of 200 homes very significant. 200 homes
would destroy the views across the Vale from Leighton Rd.
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Site C - Land at Floyds Farm, Mill Lane, HP22 4PL Title No BM344368

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) adjacent to Mill Lane and
adjoining Site B which measures approximately 2.7 Ha (6.67A).
The field is fairly level and is classified as medium surface
flooding risk (Environment Agency current Surface Flooding Risk
map). A spring fed pond is located within the field.
The land contains several mature oak trees. There are two
notable species sites within this land. The ground to the South
East slopes away with far views to AONB via AAL. One footpath
crosses the land from Mill Lane toward Crafton. One footpath
crosses the land from Mill Lane toward Crafton which crosses
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the line of hedgerow.
This site and Site B has a common owner but is split by Site A,
which is not offered for development.
Current use:

Cattle grazing

Access:

Existing agricultural access from Mill Lane. Mill lane is narrow
and after field entrance narrows to single track road.

Comments

Excellent views towards the downs. Obsolete barn with possible
asbestos roof/wall cladding (potential contamination risk). Any
built development may adversely affect views from MacIntyre
School development. Access may be difficult via Mill Lane.
Too large. Access issues from Mill Lane. Impact on views across
the Vale. Potential sewerage & drainage issues. Single track
road. Access for emergency vehicles difficult.

Site D - Land at 34 Winslow Road Wingrave, HP22 4PS
Comments:

Difficult to visit as very poor access.
Too small. No direct access. Set back from Winslow Rd.
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Site F - Land lying north of Winslow Rd (Freehold) Title No BM293404
See also Site H

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) adjacent to “Bell Corner”
Winslow Road which measures approximately 3.8 Ha (9.8A). The
land is overlooked by properties along Winslow Road and
provides a buffer between existing housing and intensively
farmed arable land to the north. The field is level and is
classified as medium/high surface flooding risk (Environment
Agency current Surface Flooding Risk Map). A pond is situated
at the north eastern boundary corner. Overhead power cables
cross the southern side of the land and terminate at Bell Corner.
The land is surrounded by hedges and the western hedge also
runs along a waterway that provides drainage from the field
and from Bell Corner. This hedgerow contains several mature
trees (Oak). Two footpaths cross the land from Bell Corner A)
toward the north eastern corner and form part of the village
circular walk B) North to link with the network of footpaths that
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lead to Wing. Very pronounced Ridge and Furrow across the
whole site recorded as the best example of Ridge & Furrow in
Buckinghamshire (BCC records).
Current use:

Cattle grazing. Also heavily used for dog walking and open
space by residents

Access:

Existing narrow agricultural access via site H at Bell Corner
which is on a bend in Winslow Road.

Comments:

Views across fields towards Wing. Any built development would
adversely affect existing views from the Winslow Road
properties. Access would need to be agreed and possible
traffic calming measures would be needed on Winslow Road.
Actually all one site (F&H) under single ownership. AVDC SHLAA
shows 146 dwellings over both F and H Sites. Too large, access
issues through Abbotts Way due to current residents car parking
where there is no off road parking, access an issue at Bell
Corner onto busy (especially at peak times) Winslow Rd an
issue, particularly at School drop & pick up times. Winslow Rd is
always busy. Historic problems with sewage pumping station &
north end of the site. Site is on Environment Agency Surface
Flooding Risk Map showing medium/high risk of flooding along
the north side of the site. Concern that any new development
would increase risk of flooding for existing residents. (Flooding
and sewage back up reported at lowest property previously).

Site G - Land adjoining The Rectory, Leighton Rd, HP22 4PA (Freehold)

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the rear of Winslow
Road/Leighton Road which measures approximately 2.1 Ha
(5.16A). The land is overlooked by properties along Winslow
Road/Leighton Road and provides a buffer between existing
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housing and intensively farmed arable land to the north. The
field is level, no surface flooding risk (Environment Agency
current Surface Flooding Risk Map). The land is surrounded by
mature hedges and is fenced.
Current use:

Unknown

Access:

Direct access through the grounds of the Rectory, Leighton
Road, which occupies the southern part of the site.

Comments

Suitable size. Access provided Rectory demolished. Land
owner indicated this would be an option. Close to village
amenities.

Site H – Land lying north of Winslow Road (Freehold)
Note: See also Site F

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) adjacent to “Bell Corner”
Winslow Road which measures approximately 1.1Ha (2.6A). The
land is overlooked by properties along Winslow Road/ Abbotts
Way and provides a buffer between existing housing and
intensively farmed arable land to the north. The field slopes
gently down to the north eastern corner and is classified as
medium surface flooding risk (Environment Agency current
Surface Flooding Risk map). A sewage treatment (Pumping)
plant is situated off the north eastern boundary corner in
Abbotts Way. The sewage treatment plant has had problems
that result in surface flooding of sewage in gardens of Abbotts
Way. The land is surrounded by mature hedges and the eastern
hedge also runs along a waterway that provides drainage from
the field and from Bell Corner. This hedgerow contains several
mature trees (Oak). Ridge and furrow across the whole site.

Current use:

Cattle grazing, used for dog walking and open space
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Access:

via Abbotts Way which is mostly residents parking on one side
then enter Winslow Road opposite Wingrave Combined School
entrance.

Comments:

Actually all one site. (F&H) AVDC SHLAA shows 146 dwellings.
Too large, access issues through Abbotts Way due to current
residents' car parking where there is no off road parking, access
an issue at Bell Corner onto Winslow Rd which is always busy,
particularly at School drop off and pick up times. Historic
problems with sewage pumping station and north end of the
site. Site is on Environment Agency current Surface Flooding Risk
Map as medium/ high risk. Concern that any new
development would increase risk of flooding for existing
residents. (Flooding and sewage back up reported at lowest
property previously).

Sites J & K - Land NW of Baldways Close (Freehold) Title No BM306284
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Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the rear of Winslow
Road/Leighton Road which measures approximately 1.8 Ha
(4.6A). The land is overlooked by properties along Baldways
Close/Leighton Road and provides a buffer between existing
housing and intensively farmed arable land to the west. The
field is level and there is no surface flooding risk (Environment
Agency current Surface Flooding Risk map). The land is
surrounded by mature hedges and is fenced. A footpath
crosses the land from Leighton Road heading north to the
network of footpaths linking to the village circular walk and into
the footpaths leading to Wing etc.

Current use:

Pony grazing, heavily used for dog walking and open space.

Access:

Via Baldways Close / Leighton Road

Comments:

Suitable size. Only access via Baldways Close. Close to village
amenities. Limited impact on other properties.

Site M - Knoll House, Leighton Road, HP22 4PA (Freehold) Title No BM172905
Description:

Unknown approximately 0.4 Ha (1.0A)

Current use:

Unknown

Access:

via Knoll House?

Comments:

Site too small. To be dealt with under infill policy.

Site S - Land on S and SE of Maltby Farm (Freehold) Title No BM252080
Description:

Unknown approximately 11.33 Ha (28.0A). Outside village
boundary
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Current use:

Unknown

Access:

Unknown

Comments:

Too large. Site not adjacent to existing village boundary.
Access off Mill Lane would have significant traffic issues, impact
on current residents.

Site T - Land on West of Church Street (Freehold) Title No BM319758

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) which measures approximately
1.4Ha (3.4A). The land is overlooked by properties along Church
Street, Coblers Wick, Knolls Close, Orchard Close and Castle
Street and provides a buffer between existing housing and
open dairy farmland to the south. The field steeply drops to the
south and there is no surface flooding risk (Environment Agency
current Surface Flooding Risk map). The land is fenced. A
footpath crosses the land from Church Street heading south
west forming part of the village circular walk and leads off to
the Hamlet of Rowsham

Current use:

Pony grazing, dog walking, open space, tobogganing and the
traditional site for the annual village firework display.

Access:

via Church Street where at this point is single track.

Comments:

Previous planning applications in Church Street turned down
due to poor access and high volume of resident on-road
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parking. Rural nature and far reaching views to and from
village would be spoilt. Site to be included in Village Green
Space - Bonfire and Tobogganing field.
Site U – Seven Acres, Tring Road Title No BM328887
Description:

2.83 Ha (7.4A). Outside village boundary.

Current Use:

Unknown

Access:

via Tring Road

Comments:

Owners want to develop one house.
Land owner wants one house only so site too small. Outside
Village boundary. Site to be subject to AVDC Planning. Offering
an area suitable for development of 1 house.

Site W – Land to the south of Winslow Road Title No BM343213
Note: See also Site A12

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the south of Winslow Road
and west/south of Chiltern Road which measures
approximately 7.4Ha (19.3A). The land is divided by a hedge,
the land (part A) closest to Winslow Road is level field, used as
a sports and leisure facility measuring 3.6Ha (9.4A). This field is
classified as medium surface flooding risk (Environment Agency
current Surface Flooding Risk map) although a drainage
scheme has been installed to assist drainage of the football
pitches. This field is overlooked by properties along Chiltern
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Road. A footpath crosses the land from Winslow Road heading
south forming part of the village circular walk and leads off to
Nup End Lane and the Hamlet of Rowsham.
Current use:

Leased to Parish Council/Wingrave with Rowsham Sports and
Leisure and used as a sports and leisure facility.

Access:

Direct access from Winslow Rd

Comments:

Pratts Charity land. Trustees unwilling to consider development
unless only option for Parish Council. (Change of use would
have to be negotiated with Charity Commissioners)

Site A12 – Land to the south of Winslow Road Title No BM343213

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) adjacent to Chiltern Rd/Twelve
Leys, south/south west of Chiltern Road and is mainly level with
a gentle slope down to the southwest which measures
approximately 3.8Ha (9.8A). The land is overlooked by
properties along Chiltern Rd, Nan Aires and Twelve Leys. The
footpath crosses this field diagonally from Twelve Leys to the
Sports Field. Overhead Power cables cross the southern side of
the land.

Current use:

Grazing

Access:

No current access, possible access routes from Chiltern Road
and/or Twelve Leys

Comments:

The owners have stated they are not actively seeking to
develop but willing to if needed by the Parish Council.
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Pratts Charity land. Trustees unwilling to consider development
unless only option. (Change of use would have to be
negotiated with Charity Commissioners).
Site A3 - Land adjacent to 2 Orchard Close HP22 4PP (21) Title No BM188739
Part of Land lying to the SE of Castle Street, Wingrave
Comments:

0.88ha. Permission for 2 bungalows sought. Too small. To be
dealt with under infill policy.

Site A4 - Land on SW side of The Barn, Castle Street Title No BM 379307
Description:

:03Ha (0.8A)

Current Use:

Unknown

Access:

Via Castle Street (Narrow)

Comments:

Site too small. Access issues from Castle Street. Site may be part
of the Infill Policy but at this location Castle Street will need to
be converted from a dirt road to a Paved/Tarmac road.

Site A5 – Land S of Nup End Lane Title No BM78430
Note: See also Site A6

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the south of Nup End Lane
which measures approximately 0.9Ha (2.2A). Same owners as
Site A6 adjoining land. Two footpaths forming part of the village
circular walk cross this land. One footpath goes from Nup End
Lane south to Castle Street and the other goes from The Dean
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to join the other path. This field is classified as medium/high
surface flooding risk (Environment Agency current Surface
Flooding Risk map).
Current Use:

Cattle grazing, dog walking and open space

Access:

via Nup End Lane (Single Track) or Castle Street (Narrow)

Comments:

Very poor access either from Nup End or Castle Street. Spoil
rural nature and views

Site A6 – Land to NW of Castle St Title No BM113103
Note: See also Site A5
Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the north/west of Castle
Street which measures approximately 2.2Ha (5.43A). Same
owners as Site A5 - adjoining land. Two footpaths forming part
of the village circular walk cross (see A5 above). Overlooked by
existing properties on Nup End, The Dean & Castle Street. This
field is classified as medium/high surface flooding risk
(Environment Agency current Surface Flooding Risk map).

Current Use:

Cattle grazing, dog walking, open space

Access:

via Nup End Lane (Single Track) or Castle Street (Narrow)

Comments:

Very poor access either from Nup End or Castle Street. Spoil
rural nature and views

Site A7 - 1 Straws Hadley Court, Lower End Title No BM184084
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Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the south of Straws Hadley
Farm which measures approximately 0.8Ha (1.58A). The land
slopes steeply down to the south. With far reaching views to
and from the village.

Current Use:

Not known

Access:

via Lower End via private unmade road, past 4 double garages
(residents of Straws Hadley Court). This is also the rear access to
2 further properties within the courtyard and farmland adjacent
to the garage block. Will need to establish ownership of strip
past the garages as this may be owned by non-Straws Hadley
Court residents.

Comments:

The village sewage plant is located behind barns in adjacent
fields.
Far reaching views to and from village. Access issues via
Church Street. High volume of resident on-road parking due to
Victorian & pre Victorian properties. Negative impact on
current residents.

Site A11 – Land to the north of Nup End Lane Title No BM271259

Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the north of Nup End Lane
which measures approximately 1.62Ha (4.0A). The Land is level
and is classified as no surface flooding risk (Environment
Agency current Surface Flooding Risk map). A footpath crosses
from site W/A12 in a south easterly direct to Nup End Lane and
forms part of the village circular walk.
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Current Use:

Grazing (pony)

Access:

via Twelve Leys

Comments:

Good Access via Twelve Leys. Well placed for school and
sports park. No through traffic on Twelve Leys. Would require
allowance for adjacent listed building & for existing footpath.
The land falls away on the southern boundary.

Site A22 – Rose Cottage, 26 Mill Lane Title No BM376748
Description:

Land, which measures 2.4Ha (5.46A), slopes down to south east.
Possible small business development.

Current use:

Partly used for existing kennel business

Access:

via Mill lane which is narrow (single track lane)

Comments:

Access issues on Mill Lane & impact on current residents. Part
single track. Sewage and drainage issues. Access for
emergency vehicles difficult. Landowner only wants a small
development - potential to cover by infill policy.

Site A25- Plots 3 Winslow Rd, Wingrave Title No BM349924
Description:
Current use:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the south of Winslow Road.
Outside village boundary.
Cattle grazing.

Access:

via Winslow Road

Comments:

Site not adjacent to existing developed area. Encourages
sprawl.

Site A26 - Plots 2 & 4 to 11, Winslow Rd, Wingrave Title No BM34995
Description:

Field (Grade 3 agricultural land) to the south of Winslow Road.
Outside village boundary.

Current use:

Cattle grazing.

Access:

via Winslow Road

Comments:

Site not adjacent to existing developed area. Encourages
sprawl.

Site A28 –-Lower Windmill Farm, adjacent to Sevenacres Title No BM195367
Description:

Old agricultural barns, plus adjacent small field (Grade 3
agricultural land) to the west of Tring Road. Outside village
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boundary.
Current use:

Small business units and storage; field suitable for grazing.

Access:

via Tring Road

Comments:

Site not adjacent to existing settlement. To be dealt with under
in-fill policy. Landowner wants to build one house to improve
security.
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